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Abstract

Purpose: Using linear transformation of the data allows studying de-

tectability of an imaging system on a large number of signals. An appropri-

ate transformation will produce a set of signals with different contrast and

different frequency contents. In this work both strategies are explored to

present a task-based test for the detectability of an x-ray imaging system.

Methods: Images of a new star-bar phantom are acquired with different

entrance air KERMA and with different beam qualities. Then, after a

wavelet packet is applied to both input and output of the system, conven-

tional statistical decision theory is applied to determine detectability on

the different images or nodes resulting from the transformation. A non-

prewhitening matching filter is applied to the data in the spatial domain,

and ROC analysis is carried out in each of the nodes.

Results: AUC maps resulting from the analysis present the area under

the ROC curve over the whole 2D frequency space for the different doses

and beam qualities. Also, AUC curves, obtained by radially averaging the

AUC maps allows comparing detectability of the different techniques as a

function of the frequency in one only figure. The results obtained show dif-

ferences between images acquired with different doses for each of the beam

qualities analyzed.

Conclusions: Combining a star-bar as test object, a wavelet packet as linear

transformation, and ROC analysis results in an appropriate task-based test

for detectability performance of an imaging system. The test presented in

this work allows quantification of system detectability as a function of the

2D frequency interval of the signal to detect. It also allows calculation of

detectability differences between different acquisition techniques and beam

qualities.
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I. Introduction

Basic performance assessment of imaging detectors consists in measuring physical parameters

such as MTF, NPS and DQE1–5. Then, these results are used to verify technical compliance

with system specifications in terms of physical parameters of the imaging sensor such as

spatial resolution and noise. However, these parameters do not provide any definitive way

of rating the image quality of a system, since they are largely task independent and any

general definition of image quality must be based in the effectiveness with which the image

can be used for its intended task6.

Nowadays, image quality assessment in terms of task-based tests is being developed7–13.

A task-based assessment aims to quantify the ability of a human observer to perform a given

task. The purpose of these tests is to determine the clinical performance of the imaging

system, in such a way that the evaluation results are more consistent with its diagnostic

capabilities.

The main goal of quality assurance is to ensure the accuracy of the diagnosis while

minimizing the radiation dose14–22. From a diagnostic perspective, one of the most important

tasks determining image quality is detectability. Detectability of an object in an image

depends on the radiation beam used for image acquisition, some physical properties of the

imaging system such as noise and spatial resolution, some characteristics of the object being

imaged like its size and contrast and on the task function and the observer model used6,23.

Because of the impact of detectability and dose on the quality of diagnostic procedures,

determining metrics that describe the relationship between them must be a fundamental

objective of quality assurance.

The image gs of an object fs acquired with an imaging system represents the output of

the system to an input. In the case of a linear system, the output gs can be calculated from

the input fs, a linear operator H and noise n6 as gs = Hfs + n. If no signal is present in

the image, the output will be gas = Hfas + n = n, where fas ≡ 0 stands for the absence of

signal. If no previous information on the presence of signal is available, output image g can

be expressed as a function of noise and the unknown input,

g = Hf + n. (1)
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Statistical decision theory is applied to study the detectability performance of an imag-

ing system by analyzing images containing a known signal and images containing only back-

ground. This methodology allows comparison of the quality of images acquired with different

techniques and different doses.

A fundamental part of detectability analysis is the signal used. In particular, the study

will be highly improved is a set of signals of different degree of detectability is available. A

method for obtaining a set of input signals is decomposing the object in a linear combination

of signals. Then, if the system is linear, the output image will be the linear combination

of the outputs to each of these components. In this way, by decomposing both input and

output, detectability can be studied on each of the input components that will constitute

the set of test input signals.

A further refinement is using a linear transformation of the data. If a linear transfor-

mation W is applied to both input f and output g, in a linear system detectability of the

transformed object (new input) Wf can be studied by analyzing the transformed image

(new output) Wg. In this case, equation 1 transforms into

Wg = WHf +Wn. (2)

This is the idea followed in this work, and the linear transformation used is a wavelet packet.

A wavelet packet decomposes an image in smaller images. The interest of these new images

is that their frequency contents are restricted to a small area of the frequency space. In

addition, the contrast of the new images is smaller, making harder their detection.

According to ICRU6, for an ideal Bayesian observer, decision between two hypothesis,

signal present (H1) and signal absent (H2) should be based in the likelihood ratio L,

L =
p(Wg|H2)

p(Wg|H1)
(3)

If distribution for noise n is Gaussian then Wn is also Gaussian and L can be expressed

as24

L = (W (fas −Hfs))
tC−1

WnWg, (4)

where fas −Hfs = −Hfs is the difference between the input signals under the two hypoth-

esis6, CWn is the covariance matrix for transformed noise and t indicates the transpose.

I. INTRODUCTION
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If no prewhitening is carried out, C−1
Wn is removed from the precedent equation and the

decision variable transforms into the non-prewhitening NPW matching filter index,

LNPW = (W (fas −Hfs))
tWg. (5)

II. Material and methods

The x-ray beam used for image acquisition was generated in an Ysios system from Siemens.

Two beam qualities were used RQA 3 and RQA 5. Also, for each beam quality two entrance

air KERMA were utilized, 1.79 and 17.9 µGy for RQA 3 and 1.76 and 7.99 µGy for RQA

5. For each combination of beam quality and air KERMA, 25 images were acquired. The

imaging detector was a PIXIUM 3543 pR from Trixell (CsI coupled to TFT matrix of aSi)

with a pixel spacing of 0.144mm× 0.144mm and the star-bar phantom was manufactured

in stainless steel (figure 1) and consisted of a 115mm× 60mm plate of 1mm thickness with

triangular holes. These holes produce sixteen bar pairs with a variable period that ranges

between 9.8mm and 0.4mm.

The method for studying detectability presented in this work follows two main steps.

1. First, each of three large images is decomposed into a number of small images. The first

of these images contains the signal and is the star-bar image acquired with the imaging

system (figure 2(a)); the second image is a template obtained as the convolution of an

ideal star-bar image fs and the point spread function of the system H (figure 2(b));

the third image is a noise image with no signal (figure 2(c)).

2. Second, statistical decision theory using a computer observer model is applied to each

of the small images in which fs is decomposed to study the system capability to detect

them.

For the decomposition of the signals a wavelet packet25 or subband tree is used. For

detectability a non-prewhitening observer and ROC analysis are used.

Last edited Date :
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Figure 1: The star-bar phantom used in this work is a plate of 115mm× 60mm with 1mm
thickness and manufactured in stainless steel.
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Figure 2: A sample of the images used in this study. The image of the star-bar represents
the system output gs to input signal fs, the template Hfs is obtained as the convolution of
the system PSF with a synthetic image of the star-bar phantom and noise in a uniform area
of the image is used as the absence of signal gas.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
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Figure 3: Transformations applied to one of the images at level j to obtain 4 images at level
j + 1 following a wavelet packet decomposition.
II.A. Wavelet decomposition

A wavelet packet is a wavelet transform organized in a number L of levels. Level 0 correspond

to the original image to decompose and, at each of the successive levels j, the images in the

preceding level j − 1 are filtered by applying a combination of low-pass filters (LPF) and

high-pass filters (HPF) to its rows and columns as shown in figure 3 followed by a factor 2

downsampling in both rows and columns. In this way, for each of the images at level j− 1 4

images or nodes are produced at level j. The final number of images is 4L. However, due to

downsampling, each of the images produced in level j has 1/4 the size of the image at level

j − 1.

Figure 4 shows a schematic of a 2-levels wavelet packet (L = 2). Each image in a wavelet

packet decomposition is called a node, node (0, 0) being the original image. Nodes at level

j+1 (j+1, 0), (j+1, 1), (j+1, 2) and (j+1, 3) in figure 4 correspond to images aj+1, d
(h)
j+1,

d
(v)
j+1, d

(d)
j+1 in figure 3 respectively.

A wavelet packet applies a series of band pass filters in such a way that each of the

images or nodes at a given level encapsulates the frequency content of the original image in

a rectangular area of the frequency space. Figure 5(a) shows the frequency contents for each

of the nodes resulting from decomposition in figure 4. For instance, node (2, 13) will have

its energy concentrated in the frequency interval (3/4fNy, fNy) × (1/2fNy, 3/4fNy). Figure

Last edited Date : II.A. Wavelet decomposition
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Figure 4: Two-levels wavelet packet. The original image is represented by node (0, 0) and
each image or node (j, k), j = 1, 2; k = 0, 1, 2, 3 is obtained from one of the nodes in the
precedent level j − 1 following the scheme shown in figure 3.
5(b) describes the frequency contents for each of the nodes in the 7-levels wavelet packets

used in this work.

Figure 6 shows two different pairs of wavelet filters. It can be seen how high and

low-pass filters for wavelet sym16 have a sharper response than those of the Haar wavelet.

This means that the frequency division carried out by the filter banks of figure 3 is more

efficient. For this reason, sym16 has been the wavelet used in this work. It should be noted

that increasing the complexity of these wavelets improves filters performance but increases

calculation times.

II.B. Detectability

If node (L, k) of the wavelet packet of signal s is written asWs(L, k), for the linear transform

carried out by the wavelet packet, detectability indexes for test signal Wfs(L, k) can be

calculated using equation 5 as the non-prewhitening matching filter6 for the signal-present

image Wgs,

ds(L, k) =
N−1∑

l=0

(WHfs(L, k)−Wfas(L, k))Wgs (6)

and for the signal-absent image Wgas,

das(L, k) =
N−1∑

l=0

(WHfs(L, k)−Wfas(L, k))Wgas, (7)

where H is the system PSF and fas ≡ 0. With these indexes, ROC curves can be calculated

by comparing each d value with a threshold to determine if the signal is present or not. Using

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS II.B. Detectability
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Figure 5: (a) Frequency contents of images or nodes (2, k), k = 0, 1, .., 15 resulting from the
2-levels wavelet packet in figure 4. (b) Frequency contents of nodes (7, k) for the 7-levels
wavelet packet used in this work.
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Figure 6: Frequency response of low-pass filter H and high-pass filter G used in figure 3 for
two different wavelets. Responses of sym16 wavelets filters are sharper than those of Haar
filters making them closer to ideal low-pass and high-pass filters.
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indexes obtained from one node of the signal and one node of noise will give us a point of

the ROC curve. Then, by varying the value of the threshold the entire ROC curve for that

node will be obtained.

It should be noted that matching filtering is carried out in the spatial domain. For this

reason, before applying equation 6 an accurate registration of gs and Hfs must be carried

out.

A sample of the test signals produced in this work is shown in figure 7. Columns 1, 2,

3 and 4 correspond to wavelet packets of L = 1, 3, 5, 7 levels respectively. In can be seen

how the size of the images (in pixels) decrease as the number of levels increase. The first

row of this image represents nodes of the output image Wgs(L, k0). Nodes for the template

WHfs(L, k0) and the noise Wgas(L, k0) are presented in rows 2 and 3 respectively. In all

cases, the node represented is k0 = (L, 3 × 4L−1) that is located in the high frequency area

of the image. Detectability indexes are obtained as scalar products of nodes in rows 2 and

1 (equation 6) and scalar products of nodes in rows 2 and 3 (equation 7).

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS II.B. Detectability
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Figure 7: A sample of the nodes in the wavelet packets of images in figure 2 used for
detectability indexes calculations. Columns 1 to 4 correspond to wavelet packets of L = 1,
L = 3, L = 5 and L = 7 levels respectively. Rows 1, 2 and 3 present nodes (L, 3× 4L−1) of
signal Wgs, template WHfs and noise Wgas respectively
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III. Results

Figure 8 shows AUC values for each node of the wavelet packets of the star-bar images. The

wavelet packets use a sym16 wavelet and carry out 7-levels decomposition. AUC for each

node is presented in the frequency coordinates assigned to the node in figure 5(b). This

assignment gives rise to AUC maps in figures 8(a), 8(b), 8(c) and 8(d) that correspond to

the different beam qualities and entrance air KERMA used in this work.

For low frequency nodes, figure 8 shows that AUC values are close to 1 in all images.

However, as the frequency increases, along any directional axis the AUC values tend to

decrease. Also, highest values of AUC are found in images acquired with higher doses for

both beam qualities.

Figure 9 shows AUC curves obtained by radially averaging the AUC maps presented in

figure 8. These curves have also been smoothed by a moving average filter with a length of

0.3 mm−1. The advantage of this representation with respect to AUC maps is that quality

of images can be more easily compared. For the test object and the assessment method used

in this work, the best results on detectability are reached by the lowest beam qualities and

the highest entrance air KERMAs.

The results obtained with this method will depend on the linear transformation W

used. Two fundamental parameters of the wavelet packet used as W in this work are the

wavelet selected and the number of levels in the decomposition. How these parameters affect

detectability results can be seen in figure 10. Figure 10(a) shows the effect of changing from

a sym16 wavelet to a Haar wavelet, and figure 10(b) shows how results are affected when

the number of levels is changed from 7 to 6. These differences stress that the same wavelet

packet, set up with the same parameters, must be used to compare different equipment or

different exposure techniques.

III. RESULTS
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Figure 8: AUC maps presenting the area under the ROC curve for the different nodes of the
wavelet packet of the star-bar object. AUC maps for two beam qualities and four entrance
air KERMA are shown. A wavelet packet using sym16 wavelets and 7 levels decomposition
has been used.
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Figure 10: Effect of using a different wavelet and a different number of decomposition levels
on the AUC results.
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IV. Discussion

Quality control test based in specific tasks are expected to be more predictive of clinical per-

formance of imaging systems that traditional specification-based tests of physical parameters

like large-scale transfer function, spatial resolution and noise6,7.

A large number of task-based tests are being developed. Among them, tasks designed

for detectability are of great interest since detectability shows a strong relationship with dose

and is one of the most important characteristics defining image quality.

There are a large number of detectability tests that can be performed since there are

a large number of signals that can be used for detectability. For instance, by using linear

transforms, detectability can be studied in different images than those that have been ac-

quired. In this regard equation 4 describes how likelihood ratios are modified for an ideal

Bayesian observer when linear transforms are used.

In this work, a particular linear transformation of the data has converted a large-size and

high-contrast image in a set of small images with varying contrasts. Among the advantages of

using a wavelet packet as the linear transform one can find that signals to use for detectability

are two-dimensional and conform a set of signal of several levels of contrast and different

frequency contents.

Using a star-bar phantom image as the original image or node (0, 0) of the wavelet

packet has the advantage that the object has large high frequency contents26 and these high

frequency contents are found in all spatial directions. This is particularly important for a

transform like the wavelet packet that analyses frequency contents in all spatial directions

too.

Detectability analysis has been carried out through the whole 2D frequency spectrum

of the images in the AUC maps of figure 8. The resolution of these maps is determined

by the number of levels in the wavelet packet, since by increasing the number of levels the

frequency band for the nodes is reduced (see figure 3).

Increasing the number of levels in the wavelet packet makes that nodes resulting from

the transformation have a worse signal to noise ratio due to each new level carries out two

factor 2 downsampling that reduces the number of pixels of the node to 1/4 of the number

Last edited Date :
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of pixels in the preceding level node. In this way, by increasing the number of levels, signals

with a worse detectability are produced. This explains the different AUC values shown in

figures 9 and 10(b).

Another important parameter of the wavelet packet is the wavelet used in the trans-

formation. Figure 6 shows the decomposition filters for two different wavelets. It has been

mentioned that the sharper shape of sym16 filters transfer the frequency contents more ef-

ficiently between nodes. In the case of the Haar filters, a large fraction of low frequency

components is transferred to the high frequency part of the spectrum and a large fraction

of high frequency components is transferred to the low frequency components of the output

nodes. Because of this, detectability remains high at high frequencies when the Haar wavelet

is used (figure 10(a)).

V. Conclusion

A task-based quality-control test for detectability assessment of an x-ray imaging system

has been presented. From a star-bar pattern object a set of test images is generated by

applying a wavelet packet W to the different terms in equation 1. Then matching between

the templateWHfs and the transformed output imageWg (equations 6 and 7) are calculated

to produce detectability indexes for a NPW observer. Finally, ROC analysis is applied to

evaluate detectability performance of the system using images acquired with different doses

and different beam qualities.

Using a wavelet packet on a star-bar object allows studying detectability of the imaging

system in the whole frequency space by means of the AUC maps. The results can be used to

compare different equipment and different acquisition techniques. In particular, the ability

of the method for distinguishing different dose levels and beam qualities can be used to study

the image quality-dose relationship.

Linear transforms allows exploring detectability of an imaging system on a wide number

of scenarios by simply adapting the transform characteristics to the target of study. In this

work, the target consisted in using 2D images as signals to detect and producing a set of

signals with largely varying contrast and frequency contents.

V. CONCLUSION
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